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    PLC F – Imagine a Day 

 
 What did Liam S from Prep A say the Fairy Floss was as fluffy as?  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Which figurative writing strategy does Lexi R from Prep B use in her 3rd paragraph? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Which figurative writing strategy does Macklin W from Prep C use to describe the lollipops? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PLC 1 – Imagine a Night 
 

  
 

How long has it been since the monster has had a bath in Stella from 1A’s 3rd paragraph? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

What Power of 3 does Amelia P from 1B use to describe the goo under the bed in paragraph 1?  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

What simile does Zayne A from 1C use to describe the monster in paragraph 2? 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 PLC 2 – Imagine a night 

 

What simile does Isabel R from 2A use to tell us how she feels?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

What simile does Lily from 2B use to describe the stars in the last sentence in paragraph 3?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

How does Eli from Grade 2C describe the sun using personification in the third paragraph?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PLC 3/4 – Imagine a Place 

 
 

What repetition does Jesse C from 3/4A use in the 3rd paragraph?  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

What simile does Chad H from 3/4B use to describe the clouds? 

 _______________________________________________________________________________ 

What rains down from the rainbow in Sam H from 3/4C’s piece? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

What figurative writing strategy does Gabriel R from 3/4D use to describe the leaves. How does he describe them? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Which figurative writing strategy does Brody I from 3/4E use to describe the castle in his piece?  

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 



 
PLC 5/6 – Imagine a World 

 
 

What kind of flower is kissing bare feet, in paragraph 1, of Taya M from 5/6A’s writing? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

What Power of 3 does Zoey J from 5/6B use to describe the parrots in paragraph 1? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 What homophone does Ella B from 5/6C use in the 2nd line of her 2nd paragraph? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

What onomatopoeia does Jai A from 5/6D use to describe the sound of a car in his 3rd paragraph?  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

In paragraph 1 what simile does Ruby O from 5/6E use to describe how the ghost-grey mist is wafting through the air?  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 


